I. CONTEXT AND MOTIVATION: BRING ARCHITECTURE PRINCIPLES TO MOLECULAR COMPUTING

Performing computation inside living cells offers life-changing applications, from improved medical diagnostics to better cancer therapy to intelligent drugs. Due to its biocompatibility and ease of engineering, one promising approach for performing in-vivo computation is DNA strand displacement.

The key contribution of this paper was practical spatial isolation of components, leading to more easily designed DNA-based circuits. The concept is the molecular equivalent of a breadboard or a gate array, where individual components forming logic gates can be arbitrarily “plugged in” and connected into logical circuits on a 2D structure. Prior approaches relied mostly on stochastic interaction of freely diffusing components – which poses challenges to composability, performance, and efficient use of resources.

Apart from the actual key innovation of spatial organization in DNA strand displacement, our goals in submitting this paper to ISCA were to (1) expose our computer architecture community to molecular computing, a concept that had been, until then, mostly constrained to the DNA nanotechnology community; and (2) to show that many computer architecture principles apply quite nicely to molecular computing. In the paper, we covered several analogies between electronics and molecular circuits as examples. In fact, even the spatially localized components idea drew from electronics concepts such as the layout of circuits on a surface, reducing the problem from all-to-all possible interactions (allowed in free-flow “3D” solution, where components are diffused in a fluid and move freely) to a constrained set of allowed interactions prescribed by the geometry of a pre-defined structure (leveraging its 2D nature).

II. EVOLUTION: FROM MOLECULAR COMPUTING TO STORAGE TO STORAGE+COMPUTING

While this work focused on DNA nanotechnology, composable DNA computation, in-vivo therapies and in-vitro diagnostics, very impactful areas about which we were very excited, it did not generate the flurry of activity we expected in the computer architecture community.

However, this work primed us to think differently and brought us awareness of accelerating advances in DNA reading and writing capabilities, which pointed towards the possibility of storing large amounts of digital data in DNA with viable throughput. Ultimately, this led us down a path we had initially not expected, even if its application was more aligned with information technology: DNA data storage, or storing digital data in synthetic DNA, an attractive medium for archival storage purposes [1].

Interestingly, one of the key differences between DNA data storage and other types of storage is the ability to dissociate the written “bits” from the physical structure of the substrate used to write them. Again, the 2D vs. 3D contrast is interesting: dissociating the bits from the substrate structure (2D) allows molecules representing digital data to be packed tightly (in 3D), independent from fabrication limitations of the substrate. This results in much denser data storage than if DNA molecules remained attached to the 2D substrate.

This high density, along with great durability under easy-to-maintain environmental conditions, the unwavering relevance of DNA as media (due to its importance in life sciences), and the prospect of better environmental sustainability made it a promising approach for long-term data storage [2]. By working with amazing collaborators across several disciplines, we approached it from an end-to-end perspective, resulting in a series of contributions all the way from theoretical computer science, with new encoding, decoding, and error correction algorithms [3], [4], to mechanical and electrical engineering for process automation [5], [6], [7], physical storage and random access [8], and DNA synthesis [9], [10] (the process that implements writes in DNA data storage), to molecular biology and chemistry for chemical random access [11], [12], [13] and preservation techniques [14], [15], [16].

The DNA data storage work has brought us back full circle to performing limited forms of computations with data in DNA, directly in molecular form, when we showed how to implement image similarity search in DNA [17]. This approach does not use DNA gates like those in DNA strand displacement, but shares their underlying concept of hybridization – bases in opposite sides of the DNA double helix attract each other (A pairs with T, C with G). We developed the idea of mapping feature vectors to DNA sequences such that the probability of DNA strands sticking to each other is proportional to the similarity of the feature vectors.

Ironically, the key aspect of making similarity search work well in molecular form is to not have any spatial localization at all (departing from a 2D substrate) and in fact, quite the opposite, to rely on diffusion of the molecules in a fluid to increase molecular interactions needed to perform the search. Here, the computer architecture analogy is from in-memory
processing to at-molecule processing. Diffusion creates space between the molecules representing data items such that “queries” may approach and interact with them – if they bind with a query, which is attached to a magnetic nanoparticle, the data item can then be retrieved using a magnet.

This is an attractive architectural aspect because one can adjust the access bandwidth to capacity ratio dynamically. Unlike electronic memories, where the access bandwidth to capacity ratio is fixed at fabrication time – e.g., wires in solid-state memories, or optical/magnetic heads in disks. Hence the throughput of this search access operation implemented in DNA is proportional to its volume. This is true processing in memory, where the processing diffuses through the physical embodiment of the memory elements.

III. The Future

After we started working on DNA data storage, molecular data storage research [18] has been receiving significant attention from governments and industry: Multiple large projects were funded by government agencies and industrial consortia. Programs in which we participated in the U.S. include those by DARPA, I-ARPA, and SRC, but we are aware of targeted programs in other countries as well, such as UK, France, Germany, and Brazil.

On the commercial side, an ecosystems of companies formed by a large set of major IT and biotechnology companies, as well as a number of startups, is actively working on DNA data storage. Finally, a few years ago, the DNA Data Storage Alliance was formed to support this ecosystem by socializing the technology, exploring usage scenarios, and ensuring interoperability. Although data storage is a challenging market where incumbent technologies tend to have an upper hand due to the magnitude of sunk investment, we believe that DNA data storage offers an attractive point in the digital data storage space and are hopeful that it will reach commercial viability.
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